Visual and oculomotor function in optic chiasma-sectioned rabbits.
Anatomical and physiological findings indicate that the crossed optic fibres of the rabbit have a crucial role in binocular vision. In order to directly examine the visual functions of the uncrossed fibre system, a technique of sectioning the optic chiasma midsagitally was developed. Both normal and chiasma-sectioned rabbits were tested on a variety of visual discrimination tasks as well as such oculomotor control functions as the optokinetic and vestibulo-ocular reflexes. Following transection of all contralateral retinal projections, rabbits were found to retain the same visual capacity for detection of intensity and orientation differences as before the operation. There was, however, a complete loss of optokinetic reflexes and a 50% reduction of the vestibulo-ocular reflex both in the light and in the dark.